Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
Supply chain management is a very popular technology in the field of management. The idea of supply chain management is formed by regarding the whole "chain" as an integrated organization, with every enterprise on the "chain" as collaborative partners, so as to make an integrated management to the whole "chain" to rationalize and optimize material flow, information flow and capital flow on the chain by the collaboration and division of labor of every enterprise on the "chain", thus improving competitive ability of the whole "chain".
Supply chain planning management is the main content of supply chain management. How to set up effective supply chain planning model is one of the critical problems of research on supply chain management. The difficulties lie in by what information supply chain planning model could be an effective whole and how to, with optimization method, make supply chain participants realize "win-win" objective. Many scholars have studied supply chain planning model. The research can be roughly categorized into the following three kinds: coordinating supply chain based on contract [1] , using mathematics planning model for supply chain planning [2] , combining mathematics planning method and distribution strategy to make an overall research [3] . All these studies have got certain achievements, but they show some limits, such as too much dependence on supply chain collaborators' information quantity, only applicable to planning of special production background, etc.
In the paper, supply chain up and down stream enterprises are combined together by market price and middle inventory, instead of separate and independent entity on supply chain. Supply chain integrated planning model is set up to connect and coordinate the separate and independent planning in supply chain. Lagrangian relaxation technology (LR) is used to seek solution of the model, and the resolving steps of using LR are given. Examples are shown to prove the effectiveness of the model and the algorithm in the end.
Ⅱ. SUPPLY CHAIN UP AND DOWN STREAM INTEGRATED PRODUCTION PLANNING MODEL
Supply chain planning includes two kinds: centralized planning and decentralized planning. The centralized planning demands that participant organization units reach high-level integration, which is often realized in an entity subordinate to a company. For the decentralized and independent entity on supply chain, planning is usually made by negotiation. For example, Kilger, C. etc. made use of cooperation planning to coordinate independent and interrelated master production planning [4] . Based on Kilger, C., Gregor Dudek etc. put forward negotiation-based planning model to coordinate partners on supply chain. Partners on supply chain get a satisfactory result by negotiation [5] .
The partners in supply chain management are usually shown by up and down stream. From the perspective of supply chain, upstream works as supplier to downstream while downstream works as main buyer to upstream. Up and down stream are closely related to each other, which shows they are in the relationship of main cooperative partners. Fig 1 shows that up and down stream provides products not only to down stream but also to market. Similarly, downstream gets products not only from upstream but also from market. Currently, research on supply chain planning focuses mainly on relationship of cooperative partners, with little emphasis on influence of market factor on participants' decision-making.
In actual supply chain management, choosing partners involves many factors. Among these factors, price and inventory factor are representative. Price is the key factor for enterprises to gain profits and is sensitive to market changes. Inventory plays a very important coordinating role between up and down stream. Up and down stream planning are intrinsically combined by price and inventory. The upstream planning model can be described as follows.
Object function (1) and (2) The unit tax value. h : the unit stock charge. 
Z max down
(8) Object function(8)and (9) upstream. The results calculated by both sides are compared with predicted values, the calculation will not end until results calculated are equal to that predicted (Fig. 2) . The terminating conditions in iteration are：
The price function of up and downstream to the market can be defined as follows:
The variables can be defined as follows: Z min
This is a complicated non-linear mathematics model. In the following part, lagrangian relaxation technology is used to seek solution of the model.
Ⅲ. SOLUTION METHOD
In recent years, lagrangian relaxation (LR) technology has become an important method to solve complicated planning and scheduling problems due to the following reason: the technology can give better near optimal solution to complex planning in feasible time and can make measurement to optimization of solution [6] . Steps of using LR to seek solution of supply chain integrated production planning model are shown as follows:
Step1 Use LR multipliers ( u (4) and (10)-(11).
Step2 Establish the dual problem to original problem.
Step3 Use backward dynamic programming for solving sub-problems.
Step4 Solve the dual problem. The sub-gradient method is adopted in updating the multipliers. Step5 Construct a feasible plan. To construct a feasible plan, the dual solution is modified to ensure that constraints are satisfied. The list-scheduling is applied.
Step6 Evaluate the feasible solution via the duality gap. Once a feasible plan is obtained, the corresponding value of the objective function Z is an upper bound on the optimal objective. The value of the dual function Z * is a lower bound. The duality gap (Z-Z * )/Z * is a measure of the feasible plan.
